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What an exciting year 2015 has been for Science Centre Singapore, with the Centre pushing the 
boundaries of creative STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) learning in Singapore 
and accomplishing several milestones in the process.  

Through 38 enduring years, Science Centre continues to inspire and bring the wonders of Science to 
Singaporeans. Our aim to ignite the spark of curiosity in young minds and foster an interest in STEM is 
strongly supported by a dedicated Science Centre team, partners and sponsors; all who have helped 
make the Centre a world-class institution.

Staying Ahead of the Game

2015 has been a milestone year in our continuous process of reinventing ourselves. We fuelled the 
imagination of our visitors through immersive experiences and broke new ground in STEM Education 
with the National Science Experiment. 

We gave our visitors wings and took them on a flight of fantasy into a new world of E3, a world 
of E-mmersive Experiential Environments. Such exhibitions are at the forefront of new methods 
of learning; possessing great potential to spark the imagination of students and the public as they 
encounter realms that are otherwise inaccessible to the ordinary person. E3 has paved the way to a 
more nuanced experience for our visitors, while simultaneously allowing us to test-bed new forms of 
engagement that can be translated to other exhibitions.

Over at a new and exciting space – the Tinkering Studio – visitors get to come face-to-face with their 
own creativity as they think with their hands and embark on a fun journey of experimentation. The 
Tinkering Studio is an extension of the maker movement that the Centre is championing. 

We also took visitors on intergalactic journeys at our upgraded Omni-Theatre through the acquisition 
of the highest resolution digital planetarium system. Audiences can now witness astronomical 
phenomena in an immersive and dynamic way in the comfort of their seats. They now enjoy Digital 
Movies with unrivalled clarity and brightness, and experience live lectures on space science with real-
time data from agencies such as NASA.

At Snow City, we gave visitors a close-to-Arctic experience at the revamped attraction. This is the first 
major overhaul since Snow City opened 15 years ago. The new space seeks to create awareness 
of Climate Change in the Arctic and its impact on the world. Snow City 
now features more interactive exhibits and a real snowfall experience.

CHAIRMAN’S REVIEW A Science Centre without Walls

As STEM learning evolves, Science Centre has to constantly innovate and refresh its offerings to stay 
relevant and fulfil its commitment of nurturing a love for science in all. Our commitment in engaging 
and enriching young minds through creative learning goes beyond our walls. We are a science centre 
without boundaries; one that engages our audiences with experiential and connected initiatives both 
online and offline.  

We have taken the fun of learning to schools, shopping malls and numerous other avenues, which 
has helped reach tens of thousands of children and adults alike. This year’s edition of the Singapore 
Science Festival successfully engaged over 177,000 visitors with 50 events in the span of a month. With 
the support of like-minded partners, we will continue to widen our reach and engage stakeholders to 
promote interest in the field of STEM and enhance STEM learning. 

Science Centre spearheading the maker movement in Singapore has led to its exponential growth 
and the first full featured Maker Faire in South East Asia this year. Maker Faire is a platform for 
visitors to embrace the spirit of tinkering, creativity and innovation. Maker Faire 2015 saw a record 
12,000 attendees, with over 400 Makers presenting exhibits ranging from simple craftwork to intricate 
circuitry and 3D printing.

STEM Inc has built on its successes in the past year, continuing to widen its reach to foster interest and 
passion for STEM amongst secondary school students. Our STEM educators work hand-in-hand with 
teachers to co-teach and inject excitement into science lessons through fun & experiential activities 
in STEM Inc’s Applied Learning Programmes (ALP), which have since engaged 18,000 students in 70 
schools across Singapore. 

Making a Difference

As we seek to entertain, engage and enrich our audiences through new initiatives, we are pleased 
to be recognised for our efforts. Sex Cells, a unique science musical fully conceptualised in-house, 
clinched us the 'ASPAC Creative Science Communication Award' at the Asia Pacific Network of Science 
and Technology Centres (ASPAC) 2015 conference. Our Human Body Experience exhibition has won 
the ‘Best Exhibition Event’ at the Best Marketing Awards 2015 and the ‘Most Innovative Marketing 
Idea’ at the Singapore Experience Awards 2015. Additionally, Transformers 30th Anniversary Exhibition 
clinched the ‘Best Multi-channel Campaign’ at the Best Marketing Events Award 2015. We also clinched 
bronze awards in the PR Awards 2016 for the ‘Best Product Re-launch PR Campaign’ for Snow City: 
Arctic Avengers and the ‘Best Use of Technology’ for E3: E-mmersive, Experiential Environments.

Support & Appreciation

Our partners, sponsors and the community have continued to play an instrumental 
role in the Centre’s success, helping to make the wonders of STEM accessible to all 
Singaporeans. The strategic guidance and commitment of our Board has also helped 
propel the Centre forward in delivering creative, cutting-edge STEM experiences. 
Thank you for journeying with us and making our mission yours as well.  

Lastly, the Centre would not be what it is without the enduring passion and commitment 
from our wonderful management and staff. Their hard work and creativity have shone 
through in the initiatives presented over these many decades. Thank you. 

The future is what we make of it. Let us boldly embrace the new and adopt a creative 
mindset in our mission to continually inspire audiences with the wonders of Science.  

Ms Tan Yen Yen
Chairman
Science Centre Board
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featured innovation. SG Innovations 
precedes a larger Engineering Showcase to 
be launched in early 2017, introducing visitors to the many 
aspects of Engineering and its inherent impact on society. 

The growth of the maker movement in Singapore was boosted with the Centre driving the first full 
featured Maker Faire in South East Asia, which saw a record 12,000 attendees and more than 400 Makers. 
A Tinkering Studio was also launched in December as an extension of the maker movement, providing a 
dedicated space to encourage children to tinker and explore their creativity as they ‘think with their hands’. 

The inaugural National Science Experiment enabled youths to learn about big data and how it can be 
applied to manage real world issues. More than 250,000 students tracked their carbon footprint, travel 
mobility patterns and amount of time spent indoors and outdoors for the project. 

Working in partnership with Marshall Cavendish, we introduced a new magazine, called Science Spy in 
collaboration with Singapore Scientist. The magazine features a wide range of science articles and activities to 
stimulate and engage children's interest. 

The Centre and the Asian Scientist magazine also co-organised the first Asian Scientist Writing Competition to 
find the best science writers from Asia. The aim is to increase public awareness of Asia’s scientific excellence 
and cultivate a scientifically literate society among our youths.

Fostering Collaborations 

Science Centre Singapore renewed and created many collaborations during the last financial year. The 
Centre partnered with the Early Childhood Development Agency (ECDA) on the Innovation Guidance Project 
(IGP) to train teachers from 30 childcare centres on developing creative curious thinkers and ways to setup 
makerspaces in the kindergarten classroom. This is one of four innovation guidance projects that Science 
Centre is partnering ECDA to deliver to schools. 

The Centre also brought a new forensics science workshop entitled 'the Unseen Truth in Forensics' to the 
China Science Festival from 17 Jul to 2 Aug 2015, which proved to be extremely popular, as all sessions were 
fully booked with close to 6,000 participants taking part in activities. The workshop was rated as one of the 
top three activities in the whole festival.

The Singapore International Science Teachers Conference, held from 12  to 13 November 2015, was organised 
by the Science Teachers’ Association of Singapore, the Academy of Singapore Teachers, the Ministry of 
Education and Science Centre Singapore. Themed, 'Science Learning in the 21st Century: Perspectives and 
Possibilities', it was attended by more than 300 local and overseas educators.

The Free and Open Source Software Asia Summit (FOSSASIA), Asia’s largest open Tech event with 
over 135 talks and workshops, was hosted at Science Centre and was attended by 

over 2,700 participants from 18 to 20 March 2016. The programme was 
supported by notable organisations such as Google, Git Hub, 

Red Hat, ORACLE, HP and UNESCO. 

A Science Centre Accessible to All

The past year has marked many milestones for Science Centre Singapore. In one of its boldest moves, the 
Centre struck off its admission fees – while KidsSTOP™ reduced theirs – for citizens, Permanent Residents 
and local school groups during off peak periods. The aim is to bring the world of creative and experiential 
science learning to more Singaporeans.

Entertaining, Engaging & Enriching Audiences

The digital age is rewiring the way we consume information and the way we respond to stimulus. It has 
become imperative to develop and introduce new ways of acquiring knowledge to address this changing 
environment.

New immersive experiences such as E3: E-mmersive Experiential Environment, launched in December, 
feature immersive environments that enable visitors to encounter realms otherwise inaccessible to the 
ordinary person. They seek to bring visitors closer to the heart of science issues through a designed 
experience that help foster participation and discussion.

Additionally, a collaboration with the InfoComm Development Authority (IDA) on ‘Smart Learning Spaces’ 
within our exhibition galleries allows visitors to receive dynamic content with customised learning experiences 
based on their profiles. 

The revamped Omni-Theatre provides yet another immersive learning experience for visitors. The newly 
acquired digital planetarium software allows visitors to experience planets, stars and space in a dynamic 
way. Live lectures on space science is a reality now, where our Science Educators interact with the content to 
better engage audiences. Visitors can now also enjoy new Digital Movies in exceptional clarity and brightness 
with the 8K Projection System.  

Snow City underwent its first major revamp since its opening 15 years ago. The new Inuit theme, which 
portrays the Arctic’s extraordinary landscape, wildlife and people, aims to raise awareness of climate change 
and its impact. Additionally, a new snow gun producing crystallised snow was introduced, simulating snowfall. 

Promoting STEM Education

To commemorate SG50 and also celebrate the success of Singapore’s engineers, the mini-exhibition 
‘SG Innovations’ was introduced in September, showcasing local innovations that made 

their mark regionally and globally. The exhibition explored the science, 
engineering and creation journey that lies behind each 

HIGHLIGHTS 2015/2016
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PR Awards 2016

Bronze award for
‘Best Product Re-launch PR Campaign’ for Snow City: Arctic Avengers

Bronze award for
‘Best Use of Technology’ for E3: E-mmersive Experiential Environments Exhibition 

by Marketing Magazine

 
Singapore Experience Award 2015

‘Most Innovative Marketing Idea’ for Human Body Experience Exhibition 

by Singapore Tourism Board  

The Marketing Events Awards 2015 

Bronze award for
‘Best Multi-channel Campaign’ for Transformers 30th Anniversary Exhibition 

Bronze award for
‘Best Exhibition Event’ for Human Body Experience Exhibition

by Marketing Magazine

Best of the Best Products and Services Award 2015

by Family World

TripAdvisor’s Travellers’ Choice 2015

Travelers’ Choice Museum Winner 

by TripAdvisor 

ASPAC Creative Science Communication Award 2015 

Sex Cells Science Musical

by Asia Pacific Network of Science & Technology Centres 

MOE Innergy Awards 2015

Gold Award for Most Innovative Project - Resource Management for Environmental 
Sustainability

by Ministry of Education

Outstanding Mentor Awards 

Science Mentorship Programme for CRADLΣ

by Gifted Education Branch, Ministry of Education 

Singapore Book of Records 2015

Largest Rube Goldberg Machine with 74 working stages
by the Singapore Academy of Young Engineers and Scientists

Largest Singapore map made of chromatography paper (measuring 16.2m by 8.4m)

Most number of people wearing illuminated personalised T-shirts
for the Singapore Science Festival 2015

Businesses for Families Mark Accreditation 

by Singapore Productivity Association 

Water Efficient Building Certification Silver Award

by Public Utilities Board 

AWARDS 2015/16
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April 2015
A*STAR Talent Search 

May 2015
BrainFest 2015

Tan Kah Kee Young Inventors’ Award
Launch of Interplay Exhibition

Singapore International Space Camp
International Science Drama Competition

Launch of Digital Planetarium Live Shows – Exploring the Planets,
Cosmic Surfing and What’s Up There

Launch of Digital Movie – Back to the Moon for Good 

June 2015
Science in the Mall

July 2015
Launch of the Singapore Science Festival 

Visual SG 
Maker Faire Singapore

Sony Creative Science Award 
Science Buskers Festival

Bioethics Week

August 2015
Singapore Amazing Machine Competition

Golden Jubilee Weekend 

 
September 2015

Launch of Singapore Innovations – From Ideas to Creations Exhibition
Amazing Science-X Challenge

National Junior Robotics Competition
Young Learners’ Festival

Launch of Digital Movie – Stars of the Pharaohs 

October 2015
Launch of Monsters of the Sea Exhibition

November 2015
Launch of Explore the Arctic – Past, Present & Future Exhibition 

Launch of Digital Movies - One World, One Sky: Big Bird’s Adventure and Earth, Moon and Sun
Singapore International Science Teachers Conference

December 2015
Launch of E3: E-mmersive Experiential Environments Exhibition

Hour of Code
Maker Camp

January 2016
Launch of Tinkering Studio 

March 2016
MindFest

Launch of FunFair Maths Exhibition
Singapore Amazing Flying Machine Competition 

Singapore Science & Engineering Fair
Brain Awareness Week 

FOSSASIA 
Solar Eclipse 

Launch of Digital Planetarium Live Show – Climate Change

EVENTS TIMELINE
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Explore the Arctic – Past, Present and 
Future

Explore the Arctic – Past, Present and Future was gifted to 
Singapore from the Kingdom of Norway to mark the occasion 
of Singapore’s birthday and commend our nation’s active 
engagement in Arctic affairs. The exhibition gave visitors an insight 
into the history of polar exploration, the Arctic region today, and why 
developments in the Arctic matter to Singapore.  The exhibition’s launch 
was marked by 'Climate Change and the Arctic' forum, in which policymakers 
and leading scientists in Arctic affairs discussed issues like rapid climate change in 
the Arctic. 

E3: E-mmersive Experiential Environments

Launched by His Excellency President Tony Tan Keng Yam in December, E3 seamlessly blends and 
combines different virtual reality technologies to create a fully immersive experience for visitors. E3 aims 
to encourage exploration of undiscovered frontiers by ‘transporting’ visitors to environments not easily 
accessible by the average Singaporean, with highlights such as Birdly®, a virtual reality rig that allows users 
to 'soar' over cities like New York and San Francisco. The exhibition was made possible through support 
from the Ministry of Education and Tote Board, and also partnerships with ARS ELECTRONICA, the American 
Museum of Natural History and Linköping University (Sweden), Panasonic System Solutions Asia Pacific. 
The launch also signified a milestone for Science Centre in the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) between the Centre and ARS ELECTRONICA for knowledge transfer and further collaboration. 

Tinkering Studio

With support from the Tote Board and in partnership with the world renowned Exploratorium, Science 
Centre launched the Tinkering Studio in December. The studio is the first-of-its-kind in Asia and encourages 
learning through creative experimentation, with hands-on exhibits and activities that allow visitors to 
‘think with their hands’. The launch also marked a MOU with the Exploratorium to see both institutions 
actively involved in encouraging and supporting the growth of the tinkering movement in the region. An 
additional MOU with the Institution of Engineers, Singapore (IES) will strengthen collaborative efforts in 
promoting engineering amongst our youth through talks and forums and outreach events such as robotics 
competitions. The Tinkering Studio was officially opened by Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Dr Vivian Balakrishnan, an avid maker and DIY enthusiast himself. 

Interplay: Where Art Meets Science

Science Centre partnered with world-renowned digital 
media institution, ARS ELECTRONICA to bring a unique, 

experiential exhibition featuring the marriage between art, 
science & technology to visitors. This mid-year blockbuster 

exhibition featured a stellar line-up of contemporary artists 
from around the world, and demonstrated through radical 

and contemporary installations just how our daily lives are 
interconnected with technology.

One such masterpiece was 'Recollections Six' by American artist 
Ed Tennenbaum. Visitors collaborated with the artist to create 

multi-coloured digital paintings based on the movement of the 
visitor’s silhouette. Interplay also featured contributions from leading 

local artists and institutions that added a Singaporean flavour to the 
line-up of artscience installations.

Singapore Innovations: From Ideas to Creation

Singapore Innovations exhibition features prominent innovations patented 
by Singaporeans that have made their mark regionally or globally. Visitors 

learn what inspired each innovator to come up with their creations, the 
engineering behind each innovation and the creation journey from ideation 

to realisation. The exhibition hopes to inspire Singapore youths about the 
wonders of Engineering and position it as a viable and attractive career. 

Monsters of the Sea

Monsters of the Sea, one of the largest animatronics showcase of prehistoric sea 
monsters in Asia Pacific, was launched in October in partnership with MediaCorp 

VizPro International, Dezign Format Singapore and Aurea Exhibitions. The 
exhibition, which showcased more than 20 life-sized animatronic 

displays, brought visitors on an oceanic journey to learn how 
massive prehistoric marine creatures lived. 

EXHIBITIONS
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SCIENCE OUTREACH & COMPETITIONS

Singapore Science and Engineering Fair

A total of 320 out of 561 projects were showcased at this year’s Singapore Science and Engineering Fair 
(SSEF). The projects spanned a wide range of science disciplines, including health sciences, biochemistry, 
computer sciences and environmental engineering. A record 26 Gold Awards were given out from a total of 
125 awards. Two teams and four individual outstanding projects were selected to represent Singapore in 
the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair (Intel ISEF) in USA in May. 

A*STAR Talent Search

From among 82 top students of the SSEF, eight outstanding finalists were shortlisted for A*STAR Talent 
Search (A*TS). The student researchers demonstrated a passion and aptitude for scientific research that 
was remarkable for their age. Girish Kumar from NUS High School of Mathematics and Science won first 
prize in the Student Category, for a solution that automatically generates questions from educational text. 
His project, which helps improve learning, also clinched him the Google Technologist Award at the 2015 
Google Science Fair, making him the first participant from Singapore to win an award at the finals of this 
international online science competition for students aged 13-18. 

Shell STEM Youth Innovation Challenge 2015

Initially started in 2013 as a four-day camp for students, this year’s Shell STEM Youth Innovation Challenge 
competition saw the participation of 253 students from 31 schools that offer the Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics Applied Learning Programmes (STEM ALP). The competition challenged 
students to use STEM to solve real-world problems in their daily lives. The students created solutions 
for environmental sustainability issues involving water, food, energy and eco-friendly materials. 

The winning four teams from amongst 16 finalists were selected based on their 
project’s effectiveness and impact on society. A notable project came from 
East View Secondary School, which designed an underground system 

that filters dirty cleaning water to be reused for washing cars 
and watering plants.

National Junior Robotics Competition

Themed ‘Robot Explorers’, this year’s National Junior Robotics 
Competition (NJRC) revolved around the notion of leveraging robot 
technology to aid humans in the exploration for natural resources in 
potentially hazardous environments. Over the course of two weeks, teams 
faced gruelling preliminary and final challenges, which included missions like 
‘diving’, ‘treasure hunting’ and ‘mountaineering’. Seven winners were selected to 
represent Singapore at the World Robot Olympiad (WRO) 2015, where Team Cepheus 
from Fuhua Secondary School managed to clinch 5th place in the Junior High category, the 
highest ever finish by a Singaporean team in the WRO!

Sony Creative Science Award

The 18th Sony Creative Science Award (SCSA) saw one of the highest participation numbers this year. Almost 
7,000 primary school students put their wit and creativity into developing toys that combined elements of 
play and hands-on creation with basic Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) principles. 
The competition is open to all students in primary schools and is one of the largest toy invention competitions 
held locally. Even primary one and two students have the opportunity to explore and experiment with 
science before formal science education begins in school. This year’s theme, ‘Lift Me Up’, saw students 
using their creativity to develop pulley systems, hydraulic lifts and levers as part of their toys. Three teachers 
from Compassvale Primary School, Global Indian International School (Balestier) and Cedar Primary School 
received the Diamond Award for their unending support and encouragement of their students to approach 
science in novel ways.

Tan Kah Kee Young Inventors’ Award

Started in 1986 to stimulate creativity and innovation among Singapore’s youths, this year’s edition 
of the Tan Kah Kee Young Inventor’s Award received a whopping 872 entries, with a total of 

46 awards given out. The youngest award winner was Chloe Young, aged 10. Chloe and 
her brother Aeron, aged 12, received the Merit award for the invention of ‘Healthy 

Vision’, a device that helps young children learn healthy reading habits.  
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            Singapore Science Festival 2015

Themed 'Changemakers of Science', Singapore Science Festival 
2015 brought families and youths face-to-face with Changemakers in the 

science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) community in a bid to 
inspire future generations to make a positive difference through science.

The launch event, X-periment! gave visitors the chance to interact with Changemakers from research 
institutions, universities, polytechnics and partnering companies as they showcased their ground-breaking 
research. Visitors got to witness first-hand the latest in research & development, including technology 
designed to aid dementia sufferers and battle against cancer. Also wowing the crowds at VivoCity was guest-
performer and America’s beloved Science presenter, Science Bob, who demonstrated popular experiments 
like the Film Canister Rocket and Liquid Nitrogen Cloud.

This year’s STAR Lecture was presented by Professor Danielle George from the University of Manchester. 
Themed “Sparks Will Fly: How to Hack Your Home”, more than 1,200 students aged 13 to 18 were shown 

how to use everyday items and modern technology to make a difference to our everyday lives.

With the growing Maker Culture in Singapore, Science Centre also hosted the nation’s first 
ever full-featured Maker Faire. Maker Faire Singapore 2015 served as an effective platform 

for visitors to learn the art of Making, and see first-hand the spirit of tinkering, creativity 
and innovation. The event, graced by Mr Heng Swee Keat, Minister for Education, 

saw more than 400 do-it-yourself (DIY) enthusiasts and 12,000 participants over 
two days. 

In all, the festival engaged over 177,000 participants including children, 
youths, families, and professionals through its variety of exhibitions, 

shows and workshops. 

Singapore Amazing Flying Machine Competition 

The 8th edition of the Singapore Amazing Flying Machine Competition (SAFMC) saw 377 teams pit their 
flying machines against each other. This year’s competition represented the largest number of participating 
teams since its inception in 2009, including a record 14 international teams. New challenges included two 
demonstrations for Category E - 'Island Infiltration' and 'Maneuvrability Test'. The event was graced by Guest-
of-Honour Mr Ong Ye Kung, Acting Minister for Education (Higher Education and Skills) & Senior Minister of 
State for Defence.

Singapore Amazing Machine Competition

To commemorate the SG50 celebrations, this year’s Singapore Amazing Machine Competition (SAMC) 
required students to tell stories of Singapore’s past, present and future by incorporating their vision 
of Singapore’s next 50 years into their respective machines. More than 200 students from 23 primary, 
secondary and pre-tertiary institutions conceptualised and built 53 Rube Goldberg machines. 

12 awards were presented in total by Guest-of-Honour Mr Lui Tuck Yew, Minister for Transport and Second 
Minister for Defence. One project that left a particularly deep impression on the judges was Category C’s 
winning machine from Anglo-Chinese School (Independent). The machine utilised a series of scientific 
concepts and models such as Newton’s Cradle, falling dominoes and electric circuits to complete the 
formation of the characters 'HAPPY' and 'SG50' one letter at a time, highlighting the overall complexity 
demonstrated in the invention. 

Singapore Amazing Science-X Challenge

The 7th Amazing Science-X Challenge (ASXC) saw 125 teams vying for top honours this year. The teams put 
together a number of fascinating experiments, cleverly using science to demonstrate phenomena 
including invisibility, a colour-changing dress and a fire tornado. Two days of intense judging 
saw a total of 22 medals awarded – 4 Gold, 10 Silver and 8 Bronze awards were presented 
to winning teams across four categories. Three schools – Montfort Junior School, 
NUS High School of Mathematics and Science and Serangoon Junior College  
– were also awarded School Challenge Trophies for being the best-
performing schools in their respective categories.
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Building on its successes since its 
beginning in early 2014, STEM Inc continues 
to widen its reach to ignite secondary school 
students’ passion for STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering & Mathematics). STEM Inc aims to encourage 
higher take-up rates in post-secondary STEM related courses 
to expand the pool of scientists, technologists, engineers and 
mathematicians in support of Singapore's vision for the future.

To date, STEM Inc has supported the STEM Applied Learning Programme (ALP) 
in 65 schools, engaging about 32,000 secondary one and two students. To further 
inject fun and excitement into STEM learning, STEM educators work hand-in-hand with 
school teachers to co-teach the STEM ALP lessons. 

Another initiative that complements STEM ALP is the Industrial Partnership Programme (IPP). In this 
programme, schools are matched with industry partners so as to expose students to real-world STEM 
industries. There are now 33 industry partners working with 53 schools, conducting activities such as 

learning journeys, career talks, hands-on workshops and more.  

STEM Inc also spearheaded competitions such as the Shell STEM Youth Innovation 
Challenge, where selected secondary three students utilise science & technology to 

solve environmental sustainability issues, receiving mentorship from engineers and 
science educators throughout the competition. Another competition is the 

Singapore STEM Eco Challenge, an online game that teaches about water 
sustainability and environmental management. 

STEM Inc
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Snow City underwent a revamp of its premises in November last year, the first major 
revamp since officially opening in 2000. 

With the new Inuit (indigenous Arctic people) theme, visitors journey alongside Snow City’s ‘Arctic Avengers’ 
to get a deeper insight into the Inuit lifestyle and climate change through storytelling sessions such as 
‘The Life of the Inuit’ and ‘The Northern Lights’. New interactive installations in Snow City include igloos, 
Inuit clothes, a snow playground and an adventure playground which engage visitors in the Inuit lifestyle 
experience.

To offer an Arctic experience that is as close to winter as possible in an indoor environment, Snow City 
commissioned a snow machine that is the first-of-its-kind in Asia, able to produce realistic, fine snow and 
complemented by a new snow gun offering a crystallised snowfall experience to visitors.

The new space also features supporting educational activities on climate change that allow visitors to learn 
about what they can do to reduce their carbon footprint. Tips on how visitors can help to combat global 
warming are also displayed around the premises.

Through creating an Arctic-like environment with an enhanced snow experience, the revamped 
Snow City allows visitors to enjoy realistic winter experiences and programmes based on 
the Arctic theme, culture and lifestyle.

SNOW CITY

KidsSTOP™ started the year on an upbeat note with the revision of admission rates for 
the public. Singaporeans and Permanent Residents now enjoy lower admission rates, which 
marks a new beginning for KidsSTOP™ in bringing the world of creative science and experiential learning 
through play to more Singapore residents. 

On April 1, KidsSTOP™ and Science Centre hosted the launch of our President’s Challenge 'Start Small, 
Dream Big' project by Early Childhood Development Agency. The event saw more than 1,000 pre-schoolers 
and teachers coming together to contribute to the community and help the less fortunate.  During the event, 
they participated in many hands-on activities and enjoyed a Science Show staged by KidsSTOP™ educators. 

On July 6, KidsSTOP™ and National Technological University (NTU) signed a Memorandum of Understanding 
for a new research partnership centred on early childhood learning. An on-site research facility, the Early 
Cognition Lab, was set up at KidsSTOP™, where a team of researchers will conduct a series of experiments, each 
targeting about 200 participants. These psychology-based experiments seek to enhance our understanding 
of young children so that we can provide better programming and activities for more effective learning.

STEM-related activities and workshops of KidsSTOP™ continue to be popular. Regular educational ground 
activities including Fun Spots, Tinkering Sessions and Artsy Science Craft were introduced in the year. These 
activities were well received by visitors. Families also bonded over highly popular science-themed birthday 
parties and signature events like KidsSTOP™’s first Birthday Bash, Children’s Day Carnival cum Dream 

Climber Competition, Christmas Light-Up, Colouring Competition and Supermarket Run-Around. 

Within the first year of operations, on 16 May, KidsSTOP™ welcomed its 
100,000th walk-in visitor. On a monthly basis, KidsSTOP™ has 

averaged 13,000 walk-in visitors and 2,000 school 
children visits. 

KidsSTOPTM
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In May 2015, Science Centre Singapore re-opened its Omni-Theatre, now digitally enhanced with the 
world’s latest and brightest 8K digital full dome system. With the revamp, the Omni-Theatre now offers 
visitors a distinctly immersive experience. With the new capabilities, audiences can now transcend physical 
boundaries and travel virtually to remote locations on Earth and space to learn more about astronomy, 
space science and exploration, all from the comfort of their seats. 

Visitors enjoy an increased selection of digital fulldome movies and 'Live' shows which are topical and real-
time presentations conducted by the Centre’s science educators. The 'Live' shows, powered by the 8K 
digital fulldome system and Digistar 5 visualisation software with high-resolution detail, are accompanied 
by real-time data from prominent organisations like the American Museum of Natural History and National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

The Digital Planetarium was used to showcase the result of the National Science Experiment, a nationwide 
big data gathering programme conducted in partnership with A*STAR, SUTD, MOE and Science Centre 

involving 40,000 students. President Tony Tan graced the event as Guest-of-Honour. The Digital 
Planetarium has also been used on a more personal level in unique ways. In March 2016, 

our science educator helped to put up a short video for a marriage proposal at 
the end of a 'Live' show.

REVAMPED OMNI-THEATRE
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Abbott Laboratories (Singapore) Pte Ltd
Agency for Science, Technology & Research

Autodesk Asia Pte Ltd
Building and Construction Authority

Citi Construction and Engineering Pte Ltd
Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore

Cadaq Pte Ltd
Cerebos Pacific Ltd

Defence Science and Technology Agency
DSO National Laboratories

Earth Observatory of Singapore
Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore

Intel Mobile Communications Southeast Asia Pte Ltd
Kingsmen Exhibits Pte Ltd

Lee Foundation 
Media Development Authority

National Climate Change Secretariat
National Environment Agency
National Research Foundation

National University of Singapore
Panasonic System Solutions Asia Pacific

Pilot Pen Singapore
Shell Eastern Petroleum Pte Ltd

Sembcorp Industries Ltd
Senoko Energy Pte Ltd

Singapore Telecommunications Ltd
Singapore Totalisator Board

Singapore Technologies Aerospace Ltd
Singapore Technologies Endowment Programme

Sony Electronics Asia Pacific Pte Ltd

LIST OF SPONSORS 2015/16

Volunteers continue to contribute their support to Science Centre’s programmes and events. Our volunteers 
range from secondary school students to senior volunteers, engaging visitors in the spirit of science 
education.

Contributing to different fields of science, our volunteers help out at our DNA laboratory focusing on biology, 
at our Scientist-for-a-Day section where physics-related experiments are conducted, and at the Observatory 
where they engage visitors in astronomy. Our volunteers also contribute to our outreach efforts such as 
Brain Awareness Week, Young Learners’ Festival held in the Centre, as well as our external outreach events 
in Kandang Kerbau Women and Children Hospital, and Yuhua Community Club.

This year, our student volunteers contributed almost 12,000 volunteering hours while our senior 
volunteers from the Retired & Senior Volunteer Programme organisation contributed 
1,830 hours. We truly applaud the service they have rendered to Science Centre 
and appreciate their continued dedication in giving back to the community.

VOLUNTEER PROGRAMME
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Chairman  Ms Tan Yen Yen

Members  Mr Lim Eng Hwee

   Mr Zaqy Mohamad

   Ms Melissa Ow

   Mr Bruce Poh

   Mr Kenneth Tan

   Mr Chew Kwee San

   Mr Soh Gim Teik

   Mr Hian Goh

   Ms Shirley Wong

   Ms Cherie Nursalim

   Mr Chandran Nair

   Mr Jeffrey Siow   

   Mr Cheong Chee Hoo 

   Ms Tricia Huang

   Mr Sin Kim Ho

Board Members

The principal activities of the Science Centre Board Sponsorship Fund are to:

• Promote interest, learning and creativity in science and technology through imaginative 
and enjoyable experience and contribute to the nation’s development of its human 

resource;

• Conduct supplementary science classes, lectures, demonstrations and workshops to
complement the school science syllabi;

• Produce and publish scientific literature in the form of magazines and guidebooks;

• Organise activities and programmes for targeted and general audiences so as to bring 
science closer to the people; and

• Screen planetarium programmes and OMNIMAX films to students and general public,
using state-of-the-art audio-visual projection systems. 

The Science Centre Board has implemented a conflict of interest policy that 
covers both the Board members and the staff. The document procedures require 

the Board members and staff to make a declaration of potential or actual 
conflicts of interest at the start of their term of office or at the start of their 

employment of service respectively. Thereafter, Board members are required to 
provide updates whenever there are changes to the original declaration, while 

staff are required to make such declarations annually. 

Reserves policy is not applicable as funds received are used for their intended 
purposes. 

Chief Executive A/Prof Lim Tit Meng

Deputy Chief Executive Mr Clarence Sirisena

Senior Director, Education Programmes Ms Anne Dhanaraj

Senior Director, Projects and Exhibitions Mr Daniel Tan

Quality Service Manager Ms Veronica Heng

SPONSORSHIP FUND

Key Executive ManagementScience Centre Board Sponsorship Fund Programmes & Activities

Conflict of Interest Policy
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April 

Delegation from the University of Macau, Education Department 
His Excellency Ambassador Mr Haruhisa Takeuchi, Japan Embassy 
Dilip Kanhare, Distinguished Professor, Centre for Simulations and Modelling,   
  University of Pune, India

July

Delegation from the Ministry of Education and Sports, Uganda
Delegation from Ministry of Science and Technology, Vietnam
Delegation from Quzhou Qujiang District Education Bureau, Zhejiang Province, China 
Delegation from Ministry of Education, Shanghai and Tianjing Normal University,
  Tianjing, China 
Delegation from Council for the Indian School Certificate Examinations (CISCE), India 

August

Delegation from Sirindhorn Science Camp Management (SCM) of NSTDA, Thailand
Delegation from Beijing Continuing Education College for Science and Technology (BAST) 
Delegation from The Research Center for Scientific Communication of CAS, China
Delegation from Seychelles Institute of Teacher Education

September

Delegation of Educators from Saudi Arabia 
Delegation from Gwangju National Science Museum of Korea
 
October

Mr G S Rautela, Director General of the National Council of Science Museums, India
Delegation from Kunming Education Bureau, Yunnan Province, China

December

Mr Teo Chee Hean, Deputy Prime Minister & Coordinating Minister for
  National Security

January 

Mr Ng Chee Meng, Acting Minister for Education (Schools) and delegation from 
  Ministry of Education. 

February

Delegation from the Moscow City Government Department of International Relations
  and Culture, Russia 

March

Sir John Holman, Advisor to the Gatsby Foundation, University of York, United Kingdom
Dr Dirar S. Khoury, Executive Director, Research Coordination & Special Initiatives,
  Acting Executive Director, Education, Training & Development, Qatar Foundation for
  Education, Science, and Community Development, Doha, Qatar

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS 2015/16

2015 2016
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A*STAR Talent Search 2015 Steering Committee

CRADL∑ 2015 Steering Committee

National Junior Robotics Competition 2015 Advisory Committee 

National Science Challenge 2015 Steering, Working & Science Content 

Committees

SAYES 2015 Advisory and Executive Committees

Science Buskers Festival 2015 Advisory Committee

Shell Singapore Youth Science Festival 2015 Organising Committee 

Singapore Science & Engineering Fair 2015 Working Committee 

Singapore Science Festival 2015 Steering and Working Committees

Sony Creative Science Award 2015 Organising Committee

Energy Innovation Challenge 2015 Steering and Working Committees

SUB-BOARD COMMITTEES 2015/16

PROJECT COMMITTEES 2015/16

Executive Committee 
Chairman Ms Tan Yen Yen
Members Ms Shirley Wong
 Mr Lim Eng Hwee
 Mr Sin Kim Ho
 Mr Soh Gim Teik
 Mr Hian Goh
 Mr Chandran Nair

Audit Committee
Chairman Mr Soh Gim Teik
Members Mr Bruce Poh
 Mr Sin Kim Ho
 Ms Tricia Huang
 Mr Jeffrey Siow

Advancement Committee

Chairman Ms Shirley Wong
Members Ms Melissa Ow
 Mr Lim Eng Hwee   
 Mr Kenneth Tan   
 Mr Chew Kwee San  
 Mr Chandran Nair  
 Ms Cherie Nursalim

Finance &
Investment Committee
Chairman Mr Hian Goh
Members Mr Kenneth Tan
 Mr Chew Kwee San
 Mr Zaqy Mohamad
 Ms Cherie Nursalim
 Mr Cheong Chee Hoo
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